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                             Slow Down Time

Artist: Jeremey Camp
Album: Speaking Louder Than Before
 
 Pm: palm mute
 Lr: let ring
                 the chord B/F# is EADGBE you can also just play a B
  [intro]: A2 E B/F# D             224422 
  [Verse 1]:
[Pm]A2     
    Starin  at this empty canvas
    E                             B/F#
    Waiting for the next stroke of my life
    B/F#             D      [Lr]
    It seems to go by so fast
[Pm]A2
    Another day I ve wasted wondering
    E                             B/F#
    How it all ends up instead of  resting
                              D [Lr]
    That it s all in Your Hands

  [Pre-Chorus]:
    A2              E              B/F#                                
    My only peace is wating before You
       A2              E                          D          
    My praise to You is drowning the noise around me

  [Chorus]:
       A2 
    I wish I could slow down time
                   E 
    I wish I could wait here at Your Feet
                   B/F#
    Cause with You is the only place that 
    D
    I wanna be 
    A2
    I know i should take it all in strides
           E
    I know You are there with every reach
    B/F#                             D
    Cause with You is the only place that 

    I wanna be



  [Verse 2]:
[Pm]A2
    On my own I always fade out fast
    E
    But on the Rock my every step will last
    B/F#                                   D[Lr]
    Im resting in your words that never fail
[Pm]A2
    Your searchin every part of me 
    E 
    I need to stop so I can hear You speak
    B/F#                            D  [Lr]
    I long for You, so hear I am so thirstyyy

    [Pre-Chorus]:
    A2              E              B/F#                                
    My only peace is wating before You
       A2              E                          D          
    My praise to You is drowning the noise around me

  [Chorus]:
       A2 
    I wish I could slow down time
                   E 
    I wish I could wait here at Your Feet
                   B/F#
    Cause with You is the only place that 
    D
    I wanna be 
    A2
    I know i should take it all in strides
           E
    I know You are there with every reach
    B/F#                             D
    Cause with You is the only place that 

    I wanna be

  [Bridge]

  [Rock]
  [Chorus]:
       A2 
    I wish I could slow down time
                   E 
    I wish I could wait here at Your Feet
                   B/F#
    Cause with You is the only place that 
    D
    I wanna be 
    A2
    I know i should take it all in strides



           E
    I know You are there with every reach
    B/F#                             D
    Cause with You is the only place that 

        End on A2
    

Any Comments are appriciated : ). God Bless! and if u have any requests just let
me know : ) \m/


